#stayhome & get close to nature

ACORN VASE

€30

AVOCADO VASE €40

Ilex Studio aims to bring you closer
to nature their second design, the
Avocado Vase. Along with their first
product, the Acorn Vase, the glass
vessels elevate the old trick of growing seeds using toothpicks and a cup
to allow them to sprout and grow.
Both vases feature minimalist silhouettes with spherical bottoms that let
you witness the process of the seeds
sprouting during their first stages of
life.

#stayhome & mark your explorations

HERE CAPSULE €42

Mark your adventures and explorations on " Here" capsule.
At first Here looks bi-dimensional, as an atlas; in just a
few seconds it turns into a three-dimensional globe. The
graphics enhance the paper’s preciousness, tactile quality
and texture. Here stands up on its own, it is very light and
can be placed anywhere, on a table or bookcase but also on
the floor. Here is the world as it should be: as delicate as
a poem, both simple and sophisticated, transparent to the
point where we can always read our traces on it.

#stayhome & do some DIY
The Danish Art of Whittling :
Simple Projects for the Home
A delightfully Danish guide to
whittling for the home, crammed
with projects for all ages and
abilities.
€14

PUSH SOLO bowls bring the magic of mathematics into everyday life and fuse precision manufacturing with the charm of
the handmade. Push is delivered as a flat metal plate, which
you can give a unique shape by simply applying pressure with
your fingers!

Do It Yourself
€32
50 of the world’s most exciting designers and visionary artists have devised simple objects that anyone can make at home..

PUSH SOLO
Brass
€28

PUSH SOLO
Copper
€28

PUSH SOLO
silver
€28

Woodworking: Traditional Craft for Modern Living
€28
In this amazing book rustic Italian style meets Scandinavian design in this stunning
collection of simple woodworking projects.Using some simple techniques, Samina Langholz and Andrea Brugi teach you how to make 20 beautiful wood objects for the home..

PUSH TRIO-bubble shape
Brass
€28

PUSH MINI-set of 3
mini size
€28

#stayhome & get inspired

An oasis within the home: Take A Bath offers the most innovative bathroom designs
of today and provides inspiration for those

The raw charm of rustic farmhouses, the inviting ease of
country homes: New Romance
presents romantic interiors
inspired by modernity.

€48

who seek relaxation and rejuvenation.

€48

This stylish and inspirational sourcebook
celebrates the Nordic lifestyle that has
taken the rest of the world by storm

€29

The kitchen is the heart of every
home. Combining inspiring interior
design and professional knowledge,
this is a tasteful guide to creating
spaces that go beyond mere function.

Northern Comfort takes
a close look at some of
the Nordic region’s most
inspiring and insightful
ideas and individuals.

€48

€48

#stayhome & add some movement & balance

Flensted Mobile
Dinghy (3)
€30

Flensted Mobile
Balloon (5)
Flensted Mobile Happy Whales
(Black&Grey)

€39

€27

Flensted Mobile
Scandinavian Swans
€20

Flensted Mobile
Life And Thread
(white&gold)
€58

Flensted Mobile
Postcard Mobile 8

Flensted Mobile
Circular Angels

€35

€46

Flensted Mobile
Flyring Flowers
€54

#stayhome & get cozy

White Collection Candles (7oz)

White Collection Candles (35oz)

€12

€49

available in: cotton candy-morning dew-jasmine dreamindian sandalwood-sakura

available in: indian sandalwood and sakura

